
2013 Summer Funded Internships 
 
In Summer 2013, the Helene and Grant Wilson Center for Social Entrepreneurship funded 17 



Endeavor is leading a global movement to catalyze long-term economic growth by selecting, 
mentoring, and accelerating the best High-Impact Entrepreneurs. Endeavor helps High-Impact 
Entrepreneurs unleash their potential by providing an unrivaled network of seasoned business 
leaders, who provide the key ingredients to entrepreneurial success: Mentorship, Networks, 
Strategic Advice, and Inspiration. 

Arlene Fontalvo, BS 
Business Economics/Statistics/Finance, 2014 
Dyson College of Arts and Sciences 
Host Organization: 



and other civic groups. She assists with logistics of preparedness events in the field and liaises with 
other government agencies. Katie has collected statistics on outreach efforts, modified intake forms 
and maintained database of agencies & politicians. She has concentrated on reaching out to 
universities and contributes first-hand knowledge from her involvement with Hurricane Sandy 
evacuation at Pace. 

Nathan Katsuki, BBA 
Arts & Entertainment Management, 2014 
Lubin School of Business 
Host Organization: Older Adult Technology Services (OATS) 
Job Title: Center Intern 

Nathan provided support to OATS’ emerging technology themed senior center program located in 
Manhattan. He assisted visitors with tech talks (one-on-one tech tutor sessions with older adults), 
assisted as a trainer in our courses, and helped with data entry and reception at the front desk. 
Nathan did an excellent job. He related very well with all visitors and the staff here. 

Humera Khokhar, MS 
Information Systems, 2013 
Seidenberg School of Computer Science and Information Systems 
Host Organization: CONNECT 
Job Title: Database Intern 

CONNECT is dedicated to preventing interpersonal violence and promoting gender justice. By 
building partnerships with individuals and communities, CONNECT strives to help change the 
beliefs, behaviors and institutions that perpetuate violence. Through legal empowerment, 
grassroots mobilization and transformative education, CONNECT seeks to create safe families and 
peaceful communities. 

Humera was able to design and implement a database for CONNECT clients. He worked on fixing 
reports, and enhanced the organization’s website through content management.  

Elena Marmo, BA 



Marco Martin, MS 
Information Systems, 2014 
Seidenberg School of Computer Science and Information Systems 
Host Organization: The New York Women’s Foundation (NYWF) 
Job Title: Program Evaluation Intern 

The New York Women’s Foundation is a public charity funding programs in NYC that are working 
towards economic security for women and families. Marco worked on an internal CQI project. He 
was a great added value because he was professional, well skilled and had a great work attitude and 
habits. He was given an important project to work on and was able to accomplish the task.  

Diana Mendez, BBA 
Management/Sociology/Anthropology, 2015 
Dyson College of Arts and Sciences 
Host Organization: Latino U College Access 
Job Title: Research Intern 

Diana’s day-to-day activities involved tasks such as updating social media for Latino U. She spent 
time connecting with other organizations and receiving feedback on Latino U’s work. She did 
research on Latino students and Latino communities in general. There were many key 
accomplishments this summer, the highlight of which was working and speaking to Latino students 
and their families about her own personal experience as a first generation Latina college student.  

David Modesto, BA 





team and helped to increase engagement with constituents through social media and other online 
tools. 


